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For the fourth year in a row, IHG shares 
its views on our changing world, 
identifying key areas for action. The 2013 
IHG Trends Report, The New Kinship 
Economy, tracked the evolution of 
business from a transactional mindset 
to a relationship reality. We looked at 
the role of trust in the 2014 IHG Trends 
Report, Moments of Trust. In the 2015 IHG 
Trends Report, Building Trust Capital, we 
provided insight and actionable direction 
for turning trust into high quality revenue 
growth in a world shaped by the colliding 
forces of globalisation, localisation and 
personalisation. 

This 2016 IHG Trends Report focuses on 
transforming membership into Meaningful 
Membership. Meaningful membership 
builds Membership Communities. As 
online and digital social experiences 
grow, people want to share their 
opinions, experiences and insights with 
others just like them while at the same 
time maintaining and expressing their 
personal uniqueness. As first stated 
in our 2013 IHG Trends Report, this 
increasing desire to maximise both 
individuality and inclusiveness – “The 
Age of I” – is now a major driver behind 

social connectivity. Understanding how 
to manage belonging and uniqueness is 
essential for a successful, profitable and 
branded Membership Community. 

With our long-time partner, Arcature, 
and through using our own research 
and observations as well as a variety 
of external, third-party sources, we 
have identified the business, brand 
and financial implications of creating 
Meaningful Membership. And, our needs-
based approach to market segmentation 
provides strategic direction for creating 
brand-focused membership communities 
built on meaningful membership. For a 
Membership Community and a loyalty 
programme to work externally, the entire 
enterprise must have a meaningful 
membership mindset internally.

Transforming membership to build 
and grow Membership Communities 
requires a new set of rules, the Essentials 
for Membership Communities. These 
communities are huge assets for 
brands, if managed properly. Highly loyal 
consumers of such groups demonstrate 
their brand passion through participation, 
purchase and praise. Meaningful 

members are very profitable creating 
increased lifetime value for the brand. 

The opportunities to create 
meaningfulness in Membership 
Communities are multiplying as 
technology makes digital and virtual 
connections easier, faster and more 
compelling. By implementing these 
Essentials, and understanding the 
implications of the social, economic  
and personal trends in “The Age of 
I,” brands and organisations have the 
leverage for creating sustainable,  
high quality revenue growth.

Richard Solomons  
Chief Executive Officer 
InterContinental  
Hotels Group

Preface  
Richard Solomons
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• An underlying theme across all of 
the IHG Trends Reports is the clash 
of the three forces of globalisation, 
localisation and personalisation. 
Brands (organisations) that win are 
ones that adeptly manage at the 
intersection of these three colliding 
forces. Creating a global, Membership 
Community that reflects both local 
differences and respects personal 
individuality is a winning formula.

Building Profitable Membership 
Communities

• This report focuses on a social 
trend within The Kinship Economy: 
maximising the need to belong while 
simultaneously maintaining individuality. 
In a world of evolving relationships, 
people want both individuality and 
inclusiveness. Individuality means 
feeling unique and doing things my 
own way. It means having a clear sense 
of “who” I am, and how I want to be 
understood. It is someone’s personal 
identity, and it helps each individual 
differentiate from others. Inclusivity 
means wanting to belong to a group 
while assimilating to the group’s values 
and personality. The individual becomes 
a unique representation of the group’s 
social identity. Starbucks made carrying 
a coffee cup a signal of belonging to a 
group of coffee connoisseurs, while at 
the same time allowing individuals the 
option to create their own “version” of a 
coffee drink. 

• Satisfying both of these very basic 
human needs, belonging and 

individuality, at the same time, builds 
Membership Communities that in 
turn build true brand loyalty, leading 
to increased purchase frequency, 
decreased price sensitivity as well 
as brand advocacy. This grows Trust 
Capital, which is a pathway to high 
quality revenue growth. 

• Membership Communities are 
trustworthy alliances of like-minded 
others who are fully engaged with the 
experience a brand delivers. Just as 
frequent, repeat purchase is not the 
same as loyalty, not all membership 
is loyal membership. One of the 
brand’s goals is to help members of 
the community increase their loyalty, 
moving from being merely opt-ins to 
advocates. 

• To transform membership and grow 
loyalty, companies need to know the 
difference between Signing In and 
Signing On. Joining a Membership 
Community by simply registering to 
enrol by Signing In to a brand database 
is not the same as Signing On to the 
experiential benefits of belonging to the 
brand community. Enthusiasm is much 
more than mere enrolment.

• Membership is an internal and external 
mindset encouraging employees and 
consumers to feel they are a part 
of something relevant, personal, 
connected and motivating. To win 
externally, the enterprise must also 
create an internal membership 
mindset.

Need for Membership in “The Age of I”

• Competing in our vibrant and ever 
changing world demands thoughtful, 
insightful leadership. This IHG 2016 
Trends Report, Meaningful Membership: 
Transforming Membership in “The Age of 
I” evolves our thinking on key trends by 
focusing on the changing relationships 
consumers have with brands. In a 
highly fragmented world, people seek 
connections. Individuals form groups 
around brands because brands provide 
functional, social and emotional 
meaning. People want to associate 
with, and be involved in the brand’s 
experience on a continuing basis. 

• While people want to be respected 
for their individuality, they also want 
a feeling of inclusivity … “The Age of 
I”. They want their uniqueness to be 
recognised and they want to belong 
to something meaningful. It is not 
enough to merely join a database and 
receive a reward. People want a sense 
of belonging. This latest report looks at 
how to build Membership Communities 
by creating meaningful membership. 
Membership Communities increase 
brand loyalty, which helps generate 
high quality revenue growth. 

• The 2013 IHG Trends Report focused 
on the overarching driver of The 
Kinship Economy: the change from a 

transaction economy to a relationship 
economy. In 2014, IHG examined 
one of the key elements of building 
relationships: generating moments of 
trust between consumers and brands. 
In 2015, IHG further emphasised the 
growing importance for companies to 
build Trust Capital: creating value for 
the organisation that helps protect the 
business when there is a credibility 
issue or a crisis. IHG pointed out 
that in a digital, 24/7 world, where 
personalisation is increasing, and 
consumers have a new definition of 
value, the trust that people have in both 
brands and the organisation behind 
these brands is more important than 
ever.

Executive Summary
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• Social media is an integral part of both 
personal and social identity. Creating 
a Membership Community enables 
individuals continuously connecting 
with brands and organisations. Such 
groups help members gain knowledge 
and provide reinforcement helping 
to build true loyalty. To enhance its 
Membership Community, British 
Airways regularly sends its Executive 
Club members online information about 
ideas for travel and important global 
updates. 

Meaningful Membership

• Meaningful membership reflects the 
very basics of The Kinship Economy by 
centering on the relationship between a 
brand (organisation) and an individual. 
It also takes advantage of the increasing 
force of personalisation and the social 
trends of “The Age of I.” And, it ensures 
that brands personalise important ways 
in which each individual can interact 
within the Membership Community.

• Belonging to something helps build 
personal meaning. Belonging to 
something meaningful deepens our 
sense of personal and social identity. 
Our personal identity is magnified when 
we have a meaningful social identity as 
part of a group. 

• Personal involvement matters. People 
expect a strong sense of community 
providing support from the brand 
(organisation), and from others 
within the community. In this new 
era of membership, people also want 

personalised ways in which they can 
participate within the Membership 
Community. People want brands 
(organisations) to create ways in 
which they as individuals can become 
more actively involved. A Membership 
Community has a huge opportunity 
to create both a sense of identity and 
a sense of social connection for each 
individual. American Express built 
a community and a mindset based 
on its idea that “membership has its 
privileges.” The idea of having the card 
and being part of a status group helped 
separate AMEX from its other credit 
card rivals. 

• Personalisation is more than knowing 
the member’s name. Personalisation is 
more than customisation. It is not about 
depersonalised, automated, customised 
offers. Personal is a feeling, not just a 
statistic based on purchase frequency. 
It is about designing membership 
experiences that create feelings of 
recognition, respect, involvement and 
commitment. 

• It is important to humanise connections 
between the brand and its community. 
All-digital-all-the-time can be de-
personalising, fostering mistrust 
and disconnectedness. Coca-Cola 
is using 3-D technology in its Small 
World (vending) Machines to humanise 
relationships between Coke lovers 
in India and Pakistan. The machine 
actually projects a live video feed that at 
the same time films the interactions of 
one user to another.4

• A Membership Community reinforces 
one’s personal identity while building 
social identity through communication 
of shared experiences, values, and 
pride of belonging. It is a social, 
informal environment built and 
planned around the brand. Members 
express their individual uniqueness in 
precise ways through their increasing 
community participation while receiving 
the comfort, security and inclusiveness 
found through connectedness. 

• In a Membership Community, people 
look for brand-based communal 
benefits. They also want to participate 
in something bigger than themselves. 
Corporate Social Responsibility 
plays a key role. Research shows 
that it resonates with people across 
geography, regardless of whether that 
geography is an emerging or developed 
country. However, depending on the 
issues (for example, ranging from 
environmental to social to labour) 
different countries have different 
degrees of response. Yet, people care 
about how brands behave.1 Millennials 
are very socially conscious and expect 
brands (organisations and non- profits) 
to meet their expectations with actions 
that deliver.2

• Brands can expect significant economic 
advantages and financial returns from 
building highly involved, participating 
community members. Participants are 
more loyal, less price-sensitive, more 
resistant to competitive promotions, 
more willing to recommend, buy more, 
and are more profitable.

• To help generate, grow and gain 
profitability, we provide a list of must-
do-now actions, The Essentials of 
Membership Communities. 

“The Age of I”

• In the 2013 IHG Trends Report, and 
in the following trends reports, IHG 
described a social trend within The 
Kinship Economy called “The Age of 
I”. “I” stands for increased desire for 
individuality and the increased desire 
for inclusivity. They want to belong 
without losing their uniqueness. People 
want to belong; they want to blend 
in becoming part of a community of 
like-minded others. And, people wish 
to maintain their uniqueness; they 
want to be different and independent. 
They want to keep their personal 
identity alive. When managed correctly, 
meaningful membership allows brands 
(organisations) to create Membership 
Communities where people maximise 
both of these desires. 

• Membership Communities generate 
social commerce. The internet has 
completely altered how brands 
(organisations) relate to consumers. It 
has changed the way people relate to 
people, and how they make purchases 
of products and services. Electronic 
(including mobile) communities meet 
personal, social and commercial needs 
in powerful ways. And, based on the 
recent marketing science, it is clear 
that the “social dollars” generated by 
such groups can be substantial.

• When consumers participate in a 
Membership Community they become 
part of the brand’s (organisation’s) 
value creation process. Brands partner 
with their consumers to gain deep 
insight, creative ideas, and honest 
input. P&G has a global community 
called P&G Everyday (www.pgeveryday.
com) where members can access 
tips, inspiration recipes, share ideas 
and a lot more. Additionally, there 
are communities around the P&G 
brands, such as www.facebook.com/
Tide. Ariel (Tide inside the US) has 
similar communities. This will lead 
to consumer-inspired decisions that 
improve business results. This is 
not just a western phenomenon. For 
example, research from China shows a 
correlation between social connections, 
perceived brand value and brand 
equity.3 

IHG® Corporate Brand 

IHG brings true hospitality to guests 
through its family of brands, which 
individually cater for guests’ needs and 
occasions. IHG’s portfolio of hotels are 
underpinned by the hotel industry’s 
first and largest guest loyalty 
programme, IHG Rewards Club, which 
creates meaningful membership 
with guests by giving members 
unparalleled choice and flexibility.

IHG hotels also play a key role as 
members of the communities in 
which they operate. IHG has a strong 
foundation of disaster relief and 
preparedness, so hotels can act 
quickly and decisively to help those 
communities when they need it the 
most.  Fundraising events are held 
at IHG hotels and corporate offices 
around the world throughout the year. 
Additional funding also comes from 
IHG Rewards Club members who show 
their support by donating IHG Rewards 
Club points to the IHG’s disaster relief 
efforts. Their donations, along with 
those of IHG colleagues further help  
to support the communities needing  
it the most.
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brand evolves from “this is the brand 
I use most often,” to “this is the brand 
I prefer,” to “I would recommend this 
brand, to “this is my brand.” There is no 
doubt about which brand to choose. 

• Research shows that loyal members are 
more profitable members. Increased 
loyalty leads to high quality revenue 
growth due to increased spending 
and reduced defections. Meaningful 
membership creates loyalty. Increasing 
and deepening a member’s relationship 
with the Membership Community 
will help move members from 
being frequent purchasers to brand 
enthusiasts. Meaningful membership 
deposits Trust Capital into a brand’s 
trust bank, generating brand value 
over the lifetime of that consumer’s 
relationship with the brand. 

• Quality is more than the brand’s 
performance. It is also the perceived 
quality of the interactions with the 
community and the brand’s employees, 
in person or online or via mobile. A 
Membership Community is not only a 
quality creator; it is a quality reinforcer: 
the stronger (more meaningful) the 
community relationship, the higher 
the perceived quality of the product or 
service. 

• A key opportunity for multi-brand 
portfolios is the creation of brand-
specific Membership Communities. It 
means making it easy and productive 
for people to communicate and 
associate with others who share their 
favourite brand(s). It means creating a 

feeling of personal pride that “this is my 
brand and it means something special 
to me.” The Staybridge Suites® brand 
creates a special feeling of personal 
connection to the brand and to fellow 
members of the Staybridge community. 
Think of this as a sub-community within 
the overarching corporate IHG brand 
community: another way to deepen 
relationships. 

• As discussed in the 2015 IHG 
Trends Report, Corporate Social 
Responsibility helps grow Trust 
Capital. Members of Membership 
Communities want to belong to an 
entity with a bigger purpose. Corporate 
Social Responsibility can help build 

meaningful membership through 
connections aimed at the larger social, 
economic and environmental realities 
of life. Increasingly members are 
seeking Committed Consumption with 
a Conscience. So along with the ability 
to be a part of the P&G community and 
communities for P&G brands, P&G 
has a commitment to helping victims 
of disasters through washing clothing. 
The community of Tide followers can 
access the behaviours of Tide and its 
P&G parent on “Loads of Wash.” Ariel 
has the same programme and is noted 
globally for its free programme of 
washing clothing for survivors of the 
recent Philippine typhoon.

• The first three IHG Trends Reports 
discussed how, over the years, the 
world has seen a decline in institutional 
trust. Today’s generations place more 
trust in online strangers or virtual 
community members than they do in 
government, religion, schools, and 
experts. Losing trust in the institutional 
icons of city, state, union, and the world 
brings on a sense of disconnectedness. 
Membership Communities create peer-
based connections in a disconnected 
world.

• The idea of creating a Membership 
Community can be applied internally, 
just as much as externally. Is the 
internal culture focused on belonging 
to a community with the same goals? 
Do employees feel they are meaningful 
members of a relevant community 
with common interests and goals? Are 
employees believers in the community’s 
common interests or merely acceptors 
of the organisational directives? 
Especially in the service businesses, 
having a high level of positive feelings 
and pride of membership in a strong 
community is essential.

• Needs-based occasion segmentation 
is a crucial action for transforming 
membership into meaningful 
membership. Creating meaningful 
membership depends on 1) 
understanding a person’s needs, 2) the 
occasions in which the person has the 
needs and 3) the person’s attitudes, 
opinions, interests and values. This 
helps create relevant connections 
between the brand and the community. 

Segmentation provides the basic 
information to deepen the relationships 
that grow loyalty leading to high 
quality revenue growth. For example, 
IHG’s EVEN™ Hotels and HUALUXE® 
Hotels and Resorts were derived from 
extensive insight focused on specific 
market segments. The development 
of the Crowne Plaza® brand’s new 
business-room configuration came 
from segmentation. Understanding 
what needs were not being addressed 
by IHG brands supported the purchase 
of Kimpton® Hotels & Restaurants.

Signing In Versus Signing On

• There is a big difference between 
Signing In and Signing On. Many 
programmes just ask consumers to 
sign in, to register, or to enrol. From 
then on, the rewards- including prestige 
levels - are merely frequency-based. 
However, meaningful membership 
means creating and reinforcing the 
personal feeling of specialness and 
the group privileges of belonging to a 
Membership Community. 

• Signing On recognises that “behaviour” 
– that is, how many times the member 
“frequents” the brand is not sufficient. 
Behaviour is only half of the story when 
it comes to meaningful membership. 
Signing On means creating pride of 
belonging to the brand community. 
An airline brand may be the dominant 
major airline serving a particular 
city. But merely calibrating airline 
passenger rewards by level of brand 
frequency will not really capture that 

special feeling of personal membership 
in a valued brand community.

• Membership is mutual. While some 
people prefer to be passive spectators, 
people who Sign On rather than just 
Sign In to a Membership Community 
endorse the common purpose of 
the community. They appreciate the 
opportunity to contribute not just 
receive. They appreciate that they 
are treated as individuals and their 
opinions are respected. They enjoy the 
community interaction. They welcome 
the special privileges and experiences 
that come with the membership. 
Signing On is more than having a mere 
plastic card; it is having a meaningful 
personal connection. 

• Signing On develops true commitment 
to the brand. It builds trustworthy 
brand value. It helps move members up 
the ladder of loyalty. It creates brand 
enthusiasm. It creates brand advocates. 

Membership Communities Grow High 
Quality Revenue Growth

• We live in an age of instant. People 
expect to be satisfied in nanoseconds, 
with the tap of an icon on a phone, the 
request of a product via a website, the 
call for a concierge or a valet. People 
have no time for untimeliness: we live 
in real time reality where there is zero 
tolerance for waiting. We live in a world 
of now. In the 2015 IHG Trends Report, 
IHG spoke of “one-think decision-
making.” Meaningful membership 
makes decision-making fast. The 

The World of Now
We live in real time 
reality where there is zero 
tolerance for waiting.
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The Essentials for Building Membership 
Communities
Building Membership Communities 
through meaningful membership requires 
a new set of rules. 

1. Enhance a member’s 
Personal and Social 
Identities: help them belong 
while respecting their 

individuality (know your members, know 
their problems, know their preferences 
as individuals and within the group, know 
their peer networks)

2. Humanise personal 
involvement: personalisation 
is more than designing 
rewards. Design ways 

in which the member can be involved 
with your brand within the community; 
humanise the communications

3. Build a Membership 
Mindset Corporate Culture: 
taking engagement one 
step further to corporate 

membership – associates

4. Move members up the 
Loyalty Ladder: members 
are not necessarily loyal; 
make sure the membership 

experience is designed to encourage each 
potential loyal member to move up to true 
branded membership loyalty

5. Ensure trustworthy 
dialogues and behaviours 
within the Membership 
Community and with the 

brand: it is what you say and what you 
do. Be credible; have integrity; do the 
right things, in the right way with the 
right people for the right results. Use 
Corporate Social Responsibility to become 
more meaningful

The Kinship Economy means turning 
transactions into relationships. As a 
social, emotional, psychological and 
commercial force within The Kinship 
Economy, the desire for individuality and 
inclusiveness (“The Age of I”) creates an 
important platform for developing strong 
relationships. Meaningful membership is 
about valued, trustworthy relationships. 
It means that a member is an enthusiast 
not just an enrollee: the member has 
Signed On to the brand’s beliefs and 
promise. Transforming membership into 
meaningful membership is an effective, 
productive and profitable approach 
to deepen connections with brands 
(organisations). Build Membership 
Communities by reinforcing and 
constantly enhancing a member’s desire 
for both the pride of individuality and the 
pride of belonging, which turns frequency 
into loyalty, loyalty into increased 
expenditures generating high quality 
revenue growth and Trust Capital.


